Pandemic measures

Procurement and distribution of special badges for
accessing the factory from CHEMPARK pandemic level 4
ATTENTION: Level 4 has not been triggered yet
Access to CHEMPARK will be restricted to the minimum employees essential for maintaining
production and business operations upon issue of the highest pandemic level (level 4). Only those with
key functions will receive special badges to continue entering the factory.
Proceed as follows to obtain badges for your employees and your external employees in essential
capacities:


As a CHEMPARK partner or CHEMPARK service partner, report the number of special badges
you need for your employees with key functions to: andrea.biyda@currenta.biz. Essential
employees from external companies you have commissioned require a special badge. Specify
the number for these badges separately.



Do not forget to designate a contact for accepting the badges.



CHEMPARK factory security will hand over the specified number of special badges to the
named contact.



As a CHEMPARK partner or CHEMPARK service partner you are responsible for distributing
badges to your employees and the employees of external companies you have commissioned.

Delivery of goods


Supplies of goods to CHEMARK will be delivered to CHEMPARK as usual, without special
badges. However, fever scans will be performed on everyone in the vehicle, as at all factory
entries.



Exception: In case of regular trips or commuter traffic (e.g. transportation between
production facilities and the CURRENTA disposal facilities), include a special badge for the
driver of the lorry. Take the corresponding number into consideration when reporting how
many badges you need for external employees to the pandemic coordinator.

Important information regarding use of special badges
•

The special badge is only valid in conjunction with a CHEMPARK badge with a photograph.

•

The badge is linked to the status of the key function and must not be passed on to others.

•

It only applies for the duration of CHEMPARK pandemic level 4 and must be returned
afterward.

Changes in levels will be announced EXPLICITLY on the existing information channels.

